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LGBTQ Center Celebrates National Recognition
Jayna Gugliucci
News Editor

Brian Edwards and Jasmine Hoffman
presenting Obama’s letter to the Center.

Photo courtesy of Cindy
Meneghin.

With the sun rising high
above, the LGBTQ Center
could not have asked for a
more beautiful setting to
promote its annual Awareness Day.
“Change takes a lot of
time and it can start with
something as simple as
Awareness Day,” shared
Jasmine Hoffman, the Pride
Board Director for the LGBTQ Center.
With a booth set up in
the Student Center Quad
throughout the day, members of the Center found
students eager to sign up
to receive even more information, make their own
pronoun buttons and ask
deeper questions about Safe
Space Training. Consistently trying to create a “visible
network of allies and supporters of the LGBTQ community,” the overwhelming
participation of students in
the day itself was humbly
accepted.
Gathering the support
of the university, the Center proudly presented a letter from President Barack
Obama encouraging their

Montclair Community
Comes Together

efforts on behalf of the nation itself:
“Enduring change begins in our communities. It
starts with us and it takes
hold when we strive to meet
the needs of our neighbors.
Over time, everyday acts of
compassion and generosity
can build a momentum for
change that rises up and
create a more just, more
hopeful tomorrow,” wrote
Obama.
Although the Center’s
Awareness Day proved a
success within the campus
community, members have
not stopped their efforts
there. Collaborating with
various organizations on
campus, the Center “strives
to promote a more inclusive
campus climate through all
types of events and initiatives.”
As one of its big initiatives on campus, the Center is currently promoting
Pronouns Matter. An interactive experience, students
are given the opportunity to
learn about pronouns and
the means by which they
correspond to individuals
across the board. Allowing
students to “not only raise
awareness about correct

pronoun use,” the activity
has granted each student
the chance to express their
gender.
With dozens of rainbow
balloons and huge flags
hanging from the tables,
the day served to bring attention the LGBTQ Center
as a whole including the individualized services it constantly supplies the campus
community with.
“We are a safe place for
students, faculty or staff to
freely express their gender,
sexuality and personality
with acceptance,” said Hoffman.
With such an important
role to fulfill, the Center
has encouraged students
to educate both themselves
and others on the various
aspects of LGBTQ rights
and equality. Through a
program known as Safe
Space Training, students
and faculty alike are given
the opportunity to become
certified within the LGBTQ
community.
According to the LGBTQ
Center page, after completing training, an individual
is given an LGBTQ decal,
LGBTQ continued on page 5.

Fashion Week
Comes to NYC

New York Fashion Week in NYC.

Mary Beth Gannon
Contributing Writer

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.com.

Andy in The Devil Wears
Prada, the high fashion
trends that see their birth
in these shows eventually
trickle down even to the
lowliest discount clothier, as
long as you put any thought
into the clothes on your body,
New York Fashion Week has
influenced you. For those
of us who *do* care, last
week’s fashion week seemed
to have a style for everyone. The overarching trends
among designers were a
juxtaposition between femininity and toughness with
almost every nuance in between. This included yellow
as a big color, stripes going
lengthwise in almost every
width, easy-to-wear shirt
dresses, ruffles, military
styles and big floral prints.

The MSU Volunteer Resource Center honored the
annual September 11th National Day of Service and
Remembrance
dedicated
to improving the Montclair
community as a whole.
Devoted to memorializing the attacks of 9/11, the
Rescource Center ensured
the activities served as an
opportunity to remember
those who lost their lives in
the tragedy.

“Across the nation, organizations such as AmeriCorps, like on our campus,
organize service activities
for communities to take part
in,” shared a representative
of the Resource Center. “It’s
a unifying day for the country.”
On Sept. 13, community
members gathered in the
Student Center to begin registration for the day as well
as receive their complimentary t-shirt and breakfast.
According to a press release from the MSU Volun-

teer Resource Center, later
that morning, students were
“guided to their on-campus
service location” or began
their journey to their offcampus community service
locations.
Throughout the day, participants volunteered their
time in various areas of specialization including “hunger relief, campus beautification, community outreach,
education and nature.”

Service continued on page 5.

New York Fashion Week,
which showcased the best of
the designers’ Spring/Summer 2015 collections, flew
by as wispily as some of
the models who donned the
many different styles found
on the runways.
For some, fashion in any
season, especially the coverage these events are given
twice a year, is met with an
eye-roll so hard it could be
heard as well as seen.
But, even those who denounce paying close attention to fashion fail to see the
far-reaching effects it has
on even those who aren’t interested.
As Miranda Priestly so
sharply explained to the
fashionably
indifferent
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Students volunteer at the National Day of Service.

Jayna Gugliucci
News Editor

Fall Frenzy draws
attention with a
giant petting zoo

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters.

“Boy, you’re gonna
carry that weight/
Carry that weight a
long time,” is the ring
of The Beatles’
refrain in their track
of the same name.

Fashion continued on page 8.

Check out the first
edition of our 2014
NFL Predictions!
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On September 10
Non-student Jabari Fennell, 20, of Willingboro,
N.J., was arrested and
charged with possession
of marijuana while behind
the softball stadium. Fennell is scheduled to appear
in Little Falls Municipal
Court.

On Septemeber 10
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a mistake in a story, please call Editor-in-Chief Catherine at ext. 5230.

Catherine Baxter
monteditor@gmail.com

Pelican
Police
Report

Mike Panepinto
Peter Shaver
Nicholas Da Silva
Zachary Stephens
Faculty
Operations Manager
Don Spielvogel

montclarionadsales@gmail.com

Faculty Advisor
Steve Johnson

Students William Caraker, 19, of Wenonah, N.J.,
and Patrick Brunett, 18,
of Bellmawr, N.J., were
charged with underage
consumption of alcohol
while in Blanton Hall.
Both parties are scheduled
to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.

On September 11
Students Vachensky Toussaint, 19, of Newark, N.J.,
and Faizah Romano, 18, of
Fanwood, N.J., were arrested with multiple charges. Toussaint was charged
with distribution of marijuana, possession of drug
paraphernalia with intent
to distribute, possession of
marijuana and possession
of drug paraphernalia. Romano was charged with
possession of marijuana.
Both parties are scheduled
to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.

On September 11
Students Myles Wish, 18,
of Sussex, N.J., Matthew
Wolak, 18, of Vernon, N.J.,
and Anthony Vitrano, 18,
of Vernon, N.J., were arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana
and possession of drug
paraphernalia while behind the softball stadium.
All parties are scheduled
to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.

On September 12
Non-student Alexander Carpio, 22, of North Bergen, N.J.,
was arrested and charged
with simple assault, criminal
mischief, criminal restraint,
unlawful use of credit cards
and domestic violence for his
involvement in an incident
that occurred within Gordon
Hall. Caripo is scheduled to
appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

On September 12
A student reported an incident of theft within Calcia
Hall. This case is under
investigation.

Anyone who has
information
regarding these
incidents is urged to call
the police station at
T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly
confidential.
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Sports Journalist Hits Home Run
USA Today columnist discusses importance of sports journalism

Catherine Baxter
Editor-in-Chief
With everything going on
today surrounding the various NFL issues with star
players such as Adrian Peterson and Ray Rice, it is obvious that sports journalism is
more important than ever.
At this year’s first colloquium from the School of
Communication and Media,
Christine Brennan, a sports
columnist for USA Today,
tackled these issues and others as she recounted her own
experience as a journalist.
Brennan was introduced
by Merrill Brown, director of
SCM, and was accompanied
by Kelly Whiteside for the
duration of the colloquium.
Whiteside is new to Montclair State this year, joining
the staff as an Assistant Professor of Sports Media and
Journalism.
Brennan started off the
afternoon teasing about how
busy she was due to the “hectic” NFL week after the recent
video was released involving
Ray Rice and his wife. Since
the video surfaced, proving
Rice’s domestic abuse against
his then-fiance, Brennan has
talked on various broadcast
shows to discuss the scandal.
According to Brennan,
this situation with Ray Rice
seems to be one of the biggest
controversies in the history of
US sports. “[The] NFL is one
of the most popular leagues
in the country and domestic
abuse is one of the biggest issues,” said Brennan.
Not only has the media
been focusing on the Rice
scandal, but also Adrian Peterson’s story has come up recently in which he is now being charged for child abuse.

LGBTQ

Continued from page 1

which “signifies the displayer’s willingness to be supportive of the LGBTQ people.”
From that point on, the symbol shows the person is one
who will be “non-judgmental,
understanding and trustworthy should anyone need help,
advice, or conversation.”
“Our priority, working at
the center, is to offer a sense
of community and that’s
something that our Safe
Space program really helps
with: creating a visible network of support on campus,”
said to Boyscout Maguire, a
junior Film major and member of the LGBTQ Center.
“For LGBTQ high school students who are touring our
campus to see our safe space
stickers on doors of professors, to see RAs wearing ‘safe
space trained’ buttons, to see
our events tacked up on bulletin boards out in the open,
as unapologetic as any other
program or event; some kids
really need that.”
Overall, the events of the
day certainly succeeded in
raising awareness of the LGBTQ Center on campus as
well as the services and opportunities it offers students,
faculty and staff across the
spectrum.
In the end, “Any student
can speak up for the rights of
others and the power of our
voices can change the world,”
said Hoffman. “That is why
LGBTQ Center Awareness
Day is so important.”
For more information on
the LGBTQ Center as well
as Safe Space Training, visit
montclair.edu/student-development-campus-life/lgbtqcenter.
Michael Klein contributed
to this article.

Update
on Ebola
Jayna Gugliucci
News Editor

Christine Brennan discusses sports journalism with a student.

Peterson claimed that he
was simply disciplining his
children, but the question of
discipline becomes blurred
when children are hurt so
badly that they require medical attention.
Brennan discussed how
there are so many situations
in the NFL today, yet not all
of the players have the same
repercussions. There are
currently at least four players who have been accused
of various crimes, yet two of
those are still actively playing and two are not.
These points led to a discussion about the role of media in these situations and
where conflicts of interest
can come into play. When
stations such as CBS, Fox,
NBC and CNN have a contract with the NFL and these

Service

Continued from page 1

“We had roughly 230 students attend,” said the representative. “The numbers
have not yet been finalized
because we have written
sign-ups and digital card
swipes.” In addition, alumni,
faculty, staff and community
members were able to fill out
the list of participants.
At noon, the students involved congregated in order
to share their wide range of
experiences from the day.
“We surpassed past previous years of involvement –
we had many more students
participate,” boasted the representative.
As a planned event between Residence Life, Alumni, Bonners, AmeriCorps
and community members,
the National Day of Service
was definitely a success. Collaborating with various entities throughout the community, the event spread much
farther than the campus
grounds of Montclair State.
Among these organizations, Paterson Public School
#5, the Community FoodBank
of New Jersey, the MSU Offices of Commuter Programs
and Services and the Hilltop
Conservancy were involved
in the services.
In addition, Montclair
Community Farms, PAWS,
Gates Manor and the Montclair Emergency Services for
the Homeless dedicated their
time to the National Day of
Service events.
The MSU Volunteer Resource Center also extended
a “special thanks to Fairway
Market and Liberty Mutual
for sponsorship.”
Overall, the September
11th National Day of Service
and Remembrance was a
“great day full of giving and
community pride.”

Joseph Christensen | The Montclairion

scandals come to light, reporting the news rides a fine
line. “Conflict of interest is
troublesome, but it’s here to
stay,” said Brennan.
Brennan also used the
example of the separation of
church and state. “We have
to have a division of church
and state,” said Brennan.
“There’s a business side of
the company, but we hope
their journalists are still doing good journalism. I hope
students continue to fight for
that.”
The discussion then turned
into a question-and-answer
format, opening the floor to
student questions. One student brought up the example
of “church and state” again,
asking Brennan if she believes that someone’s personal life should not effect their

career.
“Personal life can become
public,” responded Brennan.
“I really don’t care about
someone’s personal life unless it becomes a matter of
public record, a legal issue
or it effects their playing. If
it’s someones private life and
its effecting them, then it’s a
public record.”
Brennan finished the afternoon by touching on how
much the field has changed
since she started 33 years
ago, but that she “loves what
[she’s] doing today more than
the day [she] started.” Brennan encouraged students
to work hard, because hard
work pays off, which is no secret.

Over the summer, students
of Montclair State were notified concerning a virus that
could become a threat to
students studying abroad –
Ebola.
“Ebola is caused by infection with a specific virus that
is believed to originate from
infected animals,” according
to Dr. Donna Barry of the
University Health Center
(UHC).
The virus, in turn, is
spread through “direct contact with a sick person’s
blood or body fluids, objects
contaminated by those substances and other infected
animals.” Yet, Ebola can only
be spread when a person has
symptoms.
With this being true, various symptoms of infection
include “abrupt onset of fever, severe headache, muscle
pain, diarrhea, vomiting and
stomach pain” and occur “two
to 12 days after exposure.”
With no cases having been
reported in the United States
or outside Africa, Barry said
it is “highly unlikely that our
students here or abroad are
at risk for contracting Ebola.”
Yet, the UHC does “see
the importance of awareness
education to [the] campus
community” and has subsequently sent health information on Ebola via e-mail as
well as monitored infection
occurrence daily.
“As always, the University is prepared to deal with
any form of infectious disease
outbreak that might occur,”
reassured Barry.
For more information,
visit montclair.edu/university-health-center.

Geese are Gone, Llamas are On

Keyra Krauss | The Montclairion

A baby cow stayed close to its trainer.

Keyra Krauss
Contributing Writer
“This is the best day of my
life!” exclaimed a voice from
the crowd that gathered at
the Student Center Quad to
experience the petting zoo.
On Sept.15, Montclair
State University students
gathered to get acquainted
to a variety of animals from
Green Meadows Farm visiting from Hazlet in Monmouth
County. This event was one
of many coordinated for Red
Hawk Frenzy.
Students waited in a line
that stretched about a quarter of the way down the field
from the far end of the quad
to wander in a pen with goats,
chickens, rabbits and geese.
A small cow, a pony and two
llamas were among the larger
animals available for petting.
Altogether, there were 30 animals. Students also had the
option to hold some of them,
something many were enthusiastic about.
It was an amazing turnout, according to Julie Fleming, Assistant Director for
Student Involvement. “There
was a constant stream of people,” she said. “Even before

the animals were out, there
was a line.”
The most popular animals
were likely the two llamas,
Muffin and Cookie, their
popularity judged by the people’s demand for selfies. Muffin is nine years old and the
grandmother of Cookie, who
recently turned one year old.
The two lingered, tethered to
the pen fence as petting zoogoers leaned in beside them
to snap a quick picture together.
However, surrounding
students had to briefly lean
away as Muffin pulled what
looked like a total diva move,
whipping her head around to
satisfy an itch on her back.
When she was finished, the
selfies recommenced.
Another favorite was the
black and white baby goat.
With its thimble-sized black
horns not yet prominent on
its tiny head, it stood as if
frozen in time at the center of
the gated area until one of the
animal caretakers scooped
it up for a student to hold.
Meanwhile, the larger goats
scrambled to the gates, eager
to greet everyone nearby.
“It’s a distraction from work,
but it’s worth it,” said John

Scott, a senior. He smiled as
he recalled holding the baby
goat earlier. His sister Cara
took his picture with one of
the llamas. They had stayed
with the animals for 45 minutes and came back after
lunch to say farewell.
As the event came to a
close, students who remained
got to witness a stampede of
goats hurry freely from the
pen to the Green Meadows
Farm trailer. A few strayed,
but were soon corralled safely inside.
Last to go in was Cody the
pony, who spent a few more
moments enjoying being the
center of attention.
“I think the university put
[the event] on to bring people together,” remarked Tim
Keyes, the owner of Green
Meadows Farm. He said he
definitely thinks the event
accomplished that goal.
When asked if the event
would run next year, Fleming
said, “Yes; probably sooner.”
Jolie Higazi contributed to
this article.
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Menswear Made Easy

Jessica Mahmoud
Contributing Writer

When you see the Feature section of The Montclarion, the fashion section is usually aimed
at giving girls ideas on what to wear. This time, we’re trying something new. Don’t flip this
page, men; this is for you! Choosing what to wear can be a struggle for guys and girls alike.
When looking for fashion inspiration, it’s best to go by the occasion. Here’s some advice from
a girl on what a guy should wear.
1. Going to class
The easiest place you can find students is in class. Try something simple yet trendy. The red
jeans show you want to stand out while the white tee doesn’t give the appearance that you’re
trying too hard. A denim jacket is a fashion staple for guys and girls and the Converse shoes
finish off the look.
Photo courtesy of ae.com

2. Study Group
This year is hopefully bringing you good luck and you’ve met a
girl to be your study partner. In this case, meeting her outside
of class gives you another chance to express your style. For a
studious but not desperate look, opt for a varsity-style jacket
and acid wash jeans. Layer it over a sweater and top the look
off with a beanie hat and boots.

Photo courtesy of zappos.com

Photo courtesy of urbanoutfitters.com

Photo courtesy of pacsun.com

Photo courtesy of pacsun.com

Photo courtesy of zumiez.com
Photo courtesy of ae.com
Photo courtesy of urbanoutfitters.com

3. Party
We all know that parties are a great place to meet new people, especially
this time of year. The easiest way to do that is to start a conversation and
what you wear you can definitely help. Compliments are obvious, but
graphic t-shirts are also great conversation starters. This Hey Arnold!
t-shirt is sure to bring up childhood memories. Pop the yellow in Arnold’s
hair by taking a risk and wearing yellow jeans; you’re sure to be noticed,
especially by all of Montclair’s fashionistas. Go for Converse shoes to
stay traditional and comfortable.

4. Concert
Another great way to bond with someone is through the music they like; you
can automatically find these people by going out to a concert. Concerts are
always fun, and tend to have friendly people. Try going with distressed jeans
rather than just blue ones. As for on top, layer a muscle tank under a polo.
Then slip on a pair of Converse. Your relaxed look will radiate good vibes,
making you look approachable and, of course, fashionable.

Photo courtesy of pinterest.com

Photo coutesy of urbanoutfitters.com

Photo courtesy of pacsun.com
Photo courtesy of nordstrom.com

Photo courtesy of us.burberry.com

5. Dating
It’s only the most important part. Once you’ve found your girl and
you’ve asked her out, it’s time to pick the perfect outfit. Obviously, it
depends where you two go, but we’ll go with dinner. When you take
her out you want to wear something between fancy like a suit and
casual like sweats. Go for pants that aren’t jeans and a classic polo.
Layer over a jacket and add dress shoes.

Photo courtesy of urbanoutfitters.com

Photo courtesy of pacsun.com
Photo courtesy of roderickcharles.com

To my surprise, it’s not only girls that care about fashion; guys also want
to look nice and dress the right way for the right occasion because we are,
unfortunately, judged by how we look. I guess guys realize girls like fashionable guys, and that’s the truth. I hope I’ve helped you out and inspired
you to try out these looks.

Recycled Boots for Your Carbon Footprints

Also, Patagonia’s blog, while informative, is also deeply entertaining because they post stories of
dudes that tend to go like this: “I’ve had these shorts for seven years, but was recently unable to
repair them after I long jumped over an active volcano and watched them protect my flesh from
searing radiant heat. I sent the ashes back to Patagonia and they sent me new shorts.” Patagonia
makes sweet outdoor jawns that could become your family heirloom. Get on it.

Photo courtesy of guess.com

Maybe the men’s Activist mid isn’t an inherently stylish boot, but then again, maybe you’re just a punk.
Patagonia has been killing the game since its inception in 1973 with a commitment to sustainable, ecofriendly goods rivaled only by its commitment to respectfully conquering nature, Grizzly Adams-style.
You know what else? The sole of this boot and its insole are both made of 20 percent recycled material.
On top of that, it’s vegan. As a vegan man, I assumed I would be left to die in the harsh winter months
by the serious lack of interesting and ethical men’s boots. Patagonia saved me.

Zach Stephens
Contributing Writer
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Head to Disney for College
Over the last few years, Montclair State has had over 750
participants in the Disney College Program from a variety
of majors and programs. The Disney College Program gives
college students the opportunity to work in the Walt Disney
Parks and Resorts in both Orlando, Fla. and Anaheim, Calif.

Caitlin Chciuk
Contributing Writer
Catherine Baxter
Editor-in-Chief

It is a paid job, as students are able to work in fields such as attractions, custodial, transportation and housekeeping. Housing is provided for participants, but rent is taken weekly from
participants’ paychecks.
Students from any major or degree program can apply and
applications for the Spring 2015 semester are currently open.
Disney provides a wide array of classes to college program
participants. These classes are included in the program and
can either be taken for credit or for no credit, as long as they
fit into a student’s degree plan.
Dr. Jack Samuels, the Disney College Program advisor for MSU,
has observed that the students who participate in the DCP go on
to great successes not just with the Walt Disney Company, but
with other companies as well. He believes this is because of Disney’s excellent reputation for training its employees. Samuels is
always willing to speak with students about the Disney College
Program and can be reached at samuelsj@mail.montclair.edu.

Photo courtesy of Jason Balinskas

According to Samuels, some of the students have gone on from the
DCP to do amazing things. One student, whose major was leisure
and tourism, became a top executive for Disney. Another student
taught DCP classes for a time and then went on to start a consulting company in California using her Disney credentials. Another
student is a catering and events manager with Disney.
Students are also thankful for their experience with the DCP.
Sarah Wolfe, a Communications and Media Major, participated
in the Spring 2014 program in the quick service food and beverage in Animal Kingdom, then transferred to Magic Kingdom.
Photo courtesy of Marie Beranger

“My advice for people interested in applying is to be passionate
about something and your interviewer will almost always pick
up on that,” said Wolfe. “If you get accepted, be ready to have an
unforgettable experience and make the most of your time there
because it will fly by.”
Jason Balinskas, a Public Relations major, was also able to work
at Lights Motors Action: Extreme Stunt Show at Disney’s Hollywood Studios. “I took Disney’s Marketing You and Disney’s Creativity and Innovation classes, as well as Disney’s Marketing Exploration Series. ‘Marketing You’ was very similar to the Career
Management class Communication majors take and helped me
master résumé writing and being confident.”

Photo courtesy of Lauren Poppe

If you are interested in an internship, the Disney College Program
offers a wonderful work experience in the happiest place on earth!

Photo courtesy of Jason Balinskas
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Mary Beth Gannon
Contributing Writer
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Fashion Week 2014

Many designers understand the modern woman may want a girly gingham dress for day and,
within hours, is ready to change it up with a military-tailored pant for the evening, meaning that
their style is fluid and ever-changing. This may be why this season’s designers all had different
visions for what’s in for spring. Calvin Klein (now led by Francisco Costa) is known for sleek,
modern and minimalist designs.

Spring 2015 was no exception. This time around, his focus was on the classic 70’s power woman
outfit. It looked both sexy and in-charge at once, with a focus on chunky platform heels and lots
of dresses tailored to fit the body like a glove. Carolina Herrera was one of many designers who
took yellow and ran with it and had many models strut down the catwalk in yellow-patterned,
feminine dresses. They were long, flowy and supremely elegant rather than bohemian.

Photo courtesy of fashiongonerogue.com

Ralph Lauren, never one to favor the loud and obnoxious, took us on safari-style, choosing colors very close to the design house’s heart. His safari motif was certainly glam-ed
up, however, with khaki dresses and shirts accented by jewel tones throughout. Lauren
also sent models down the runway in sheer dresses, a nod to the steamy weather spring
and summer vacationing brings. While there was utility in the fabric, it was by no means
frumpy, as many dresses featured high slits, upping the feminine factor dramatically.

Photo courtesy of fashiongonerogue.com

Michael Kors is a designer many of us covet, especially his widely popular handbags that are the
height of luxurious sophistication. His spring/summer line was yet again a testament to his ability to understand exactly what women want to wear when they want to be noticed as fashionable;
many of his outfits featured floral prints, shades of yellow (again) and dresses that hit mid-calf.
None of it screamed anything but grown-up, wearable trendiness, and many of his designs will
undoubtedly be among the looks copied by many lower-priced design companies.

dilettantedeconstructed.com

Finally, Marc Jacobs, as of late, has been closing out NYFW, as he is known more for his unpredictability. This season, Jacobs was most noted for bringing back an old-school sandal never
known for its high fashion appeal, the Dr. Scholl’s sandal. This was hardly surprising, given the
flat sandal’s extreme popularity as of late (who would have thought socks with sandals could actually be chic?). In addition to comfortable sandals, Jacobs’ collection relied heavily on military
styles from head to toe. This included voluminous military dresses in beige with large gold buttons
reminiscent of military officer garb and trench jackets. His show even provided something unique
besides the clothes, as all attendees were given Beats headphones that provided a monologue and
soundtrack to accompany his show. As usual, his shows put an exclamation point on the long and
rambling statements high fashion seeks to make in one short week.
Photo courtesy of stylebistro.com

Even though we recognize that there are many, many more important things going on in the world today, the self-expression and reinvention fashion encourages with each changing season is still a meaningful art form to at least give a passing glance just in case it happens
to show up in your closet next year.

Packing a Healthy Lunchbox: The College Edition
Kimberly Asman
Contributing Writer
The College Edition
The idea of a lunchbox may instantly remind you of your elementary school days when your parents packed your lunch every day, but they may still be very useful
on a college campus. With schedules packed full of classes, work and any other activities, it can become essential to pack yourself food for the day, making sure you
have something to eat when you do not have time to head back to your apartment or the dining hall. It is important to bring healthy, nutritious meals with you to
make sure you will have enough energy to last through the day. Try to fill any meal with a lean source of protein and whole grains; also, try to make at least half of
the meal fruits and veggies. Here are some easy ideas that can help you plan your meals for the week.

Build a better sandwich: Sandwiches are a go-to for a lot of people thanks to how easy they are to make and grab on the go. Just make sure that yours is full
of healthy ingredients. Start with 100 percent whole-wheat or multigrain bread as a base; on top of that, add turkey breast or chicken breast, as it is a great lean
source of protein. For the vegetarian, you may want to have some part-skim mozzarella cheese or hummus topped with vegetables. Any vegetables can go great on a
sandwich, but some good combinations include roasted red peppers and baby spinach or a hummus-based sandwich topped with shredded carrots and cucumbers.

Whole-wheat pasta: Everyone loves pasta; a great way to enjoy it is by making it whole wheat. This will add more fiber and protein to the dish plus a unique flavor. Starting with a pasta base, add cooked veggies such as broccoli, green beans and sautéed onions. Top this with chicken or roasted chickpeas and pack some Parmesan cheese in a sandwich bag to add right before you eat. (To roast the chickpeas, mix them with a spoonful of olive oil and bake in the oven until crunchy.)

Photo courtesy of thehealthsite.com

Photo courtesy of livelearnloveeat.com

Photo courtesy ofcrostiniandchianti.blogspot.com

Mexican-inspired salad: Start with any base of leafy greens such as baby spinach or romaine lettuce and pile on the toppings: queso blanco, salsa, black beans,
chicken, green peppers, red onions and crushed multigrain tortilla chips. For some extra-healthy fats, mash or cut up half an avocado. No need for dressing; the
salsa does that job.
Make your burger better: Hamburgers are not the healthiest option but there are plenty of variations of them that can be. Turkey burgers serve as a great base
for toppings such as avocado. Veggie burgers based with beans are also a great way to pack in vegetables and protein. Start with mashed kidney or black beans as a
base, throw in any chopped veggies that you want and mix together with an egg or another liquid binder to make delicious burgers. To up the whole grains, try mixing in some cooked quinoa as well. These all can go great on a whole-wheat bun, eaten alone or even chopped up and put on a salad.
Smart sides: If your entrée is not enough to fill you up until your next class, bring some fruit with you. Peaches, apples, bananas and oranges are really easy to grab
on your way out. You can also plan ahead and chop some kiwis, blackberries and any other fruit to pack a fun fruit salad.

themontclarion.org

Help Wanted
Babysitter wanted 24-32 hours a
week to manage 3 kids. 12:30-8 p.m. Mon,
Wed, Thurs. Looking for a “take charge”
person with previous experience. Nonsmoker, fluent in English. Driving not
necessary. Call Melissa 973-707-7088 or
email Mlisdona@yahoo.com
PT/After School Nanny wanted for
3 children ages 7,7, & 12. Mon-Fri
2:30-6:30 p.m. Requires driving kids to
activities, help with homework, light
cooking for kids dinner & light cleaning/organizing. Call Helen
917-658-6304 or 973-748-0876 or
email helen.appelbaum@gmail.com

P/T Childcare for 9 yr old girl. Mon/Tues/Wed
- 3 to 7 p.m. Child has some learning disabilities, so a Special Ed student would be great,
but not necessary. $12.00/hr.
Call Patti 201-248 0599 or
email paf0115@hotmail.com
Montclair after-school “Driver” needed
for two kids ages 13 & 11. Flexible hours.
Minimum weekly fee.
Call Bea 973-619-5650 or email
Binkowsk2@yahoo.com
P/T Montclair Cook, Cashier, Food
Runner & Driver wanted. Ruthie’s
BBQ & Pizza. Call 973-509-1134.

P/T After-School sitter in Fair Lawn to drive
kids 7/13/16 to activities, supervise playdates
& homework for the youngest. Flexible
Hours! Must like dogs & cats.
Email jdavisswing@yahoo.com

Classifieds
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For Rent

Help Wanted

P/T Dependable / Responsible
Babysitter wanted for friendly Maplewood family – 2 children 12 &16.
Tuesdays & Thursdays (Wed. possible) from 2:45 to 7:00 p.m. Driving
to activities (both kids) and supervising homework (for 12 year old). Must
have valid driver’s lic. & clean record.
Also have a sweet golden retriever, so
comfort with dogs is also a must.
Email Liz at lmplwd@gmail.com.
Please include references.

Private Room w/Bath for Female. Near
Campus off Valley Road in Clifton.
Available immediately. $550.00 per
month. Call Joan 973-279-7294.

Save $$$ - Female Students / Grads:
Summer / Fall Room Rentals MayAugust or 2014 school year. Furnished,
across from Campus! Internet included!
Singles or Shared. Rooms Available
May. Call 973-778-1504.

After-School Driver/Minder for cheerful 6th grade boy. 3-4 hours, 2-3 days per
wk... flexible! Drive to lessons & practice,
oversee homework. M/F encouraged to
call Elizabeth at 917-576-6220 or
email EJuviler@verizon.net.

For Sale
FOR SALE: Vanity with Cushioned
Chair & Matching Mirror, asking for
$130.00. Call 201-401-2017

After school Nanny wanted for 2
children 5 days a week in Montclair.
Clean driving record a must, as driving kids to activities is required. Also
homework help & light cooking /
cleaning. Call Wendy at 201-206-2851.

Upcoming Events

P/T & F/T - Little Angels School House
Chatham, NJ is looking for Energetic individuals. Duties include implementing lesson
plans & assisting with meals/naps/diapering/
potty training. Contact Jade 973-981-7800 or
rnuman@littleangelsschoolhouse.com.

P/T Driving Sitter for 6 year old boy & 3
year old girl in Montclair. Boy has minor
special needs, but both are fun & sweet.
Special Ed would be preferred, but not necessary. 2 afternoons a week. Days Flexible!
Call Ann at 917-363-7429 or email
Ann.Antoshak@gmail.com

MSU Singers Free Friday Event
When: Friday, Sept. 26
from 6-8 p.m.
Where: {Verdigreen}
at 182 Glenridge Ave.
Treats served from
Montclair Bread Company

Interested in advertising with
The Montclarion?

Email
Montclarionadsales@gmail.com
For more information and details
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Toons

LOVE TO DRAW?
Submit your comics/cartoons
to The Montclarion at
msuproduction@gmail.com

parking

by joe stansbury

themontclarion.org
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The Crime That’s Invading Colleges
Question of
the Week
How important is
campus safety
when choosing a
college to attend?
Alexander
Torres
Freshman
Undeclared
“College safety is important because you don’t want to be somewhere where you are going to spend a
lot of your time and hear it’s unsafe. I
don’t want to be walking around campus
knowing that something can happen to
me at any moment.”

Samantha
Castno
Sohomore
English
“It’s extremely important
because I don’t want to feel like I’m not
safe or at risk of danger when I’m at
school. It should be a safe haven almost
like home. I think it’s very important.”

Liz Laforest
Sophomore
Undelcared
“It’s very important. You
don’t want to
go somewhere you think you’re in danger
of getting robbed or something. You won’t
feel safe and you won’t feel free to do anything. You’ll just want to stay inside.”

Ariana
Meola
Sophomore
Animation
Illustration
“Extremely
important. I don’t want to be hurt or anything.”

Bryan
Espinal
Junior
Business
Administration
“I think campus safety is extremely important because you want to go to a school
where you feel safe. Where there is no
violence and security is good so you don’t
have to worry about walking on campus
at night, being afraid of something happening.”

Sandy Loor
Sophomore
Psychology
“Campus
safety is very
important
when choosing a college to attend because I want to
feel safe walking around campus. I am a
commuter so I have classes late at night
and I don’t want to worry about someone
being behind me.”

Christian Ruiz | The Montclarion

“B

oy,

you’re

gonna
carry
that
weight/ Carry that
weight a long time,” is
the ring of The Beatles’
refrain in the track of
the same name off of
their 1969 album Abbey Road. But in 2014,
a Columbia University college student is
recreating “Carrying
That Weight” as a new
symbol of burden and
permanence: the onerous, long-term effects
of sexual assault.
For her senior thesis, Emma Sulkowicz,
a senior art student, is
carrying a dormitory
mattress with her everywhere she goes. Her
performance art piece
is in reaction to an unfortunate experience
which occurred in her
sophomore year at Columbia. Sulkowicz was
raped by another student and her attempts
to press charges were
futile, even though the
individual has allegedly raped two other
female students.
According to Sulkowicz’s interview with
Democracy Now!, she
was subjected to a
lengthy, intrusive tri-

al, only to have the culprit
acquitted and released back
onto campus where he could
continue to violate other individuals.
Columbia’s reaction to
Sulkowicz’s case and the
dismissal of the other cases
made against the perpetrator, however, violate many of
the statutes put into place to
protect students from sexual
assault and to raise awareness about crimes which
occur on college campuses.
Specifically, Title IX laws
prevent set guidelines for
institutions of higher education to deal with sexual
harassment and sexual assault.
The website “Know Your
IX” identifies the reason for
government involvement in
these issues, stating, “because assault and harassment pose obstacles to students’ access to education
— a fundamental civil right
— colleges and universities
are required to respond to
sexual violence and its detrimental effects on campus
survivors’ life and learning.”
Yet, not all universities
ascribe to Title IX’s policies;
it is only effective for colleges
who receive federal funding
(all public colleges and some
private colleges). Columbia
University receives millions
of dollars every year in federal funding in research and
development grants, accord-

ing to The Huffington Post.
For a university so heavily
funded by the national government, one would expect
that Columbia University
would take the safety of students very seriously. Clearly,
for this school and for many
other colleges who have recently received negative media concerning campus rape,
there are more pressing matters.
We at Montclair State
University are lucky to have a
healthy discourse about rape
and its culture on our campus.
During freshman orientation,
every incoming student sees
a skit about date rape and
is informed of the Sexual Assault Response Team, a division of the Health Center
which works closely with the
Counseling and Psychological
Services as well as University
Police. MSU is also not afraid
to post rape statistics in the
Jeanne Clery Act, another
legal statute which requires
colleges to report statistics
about all campus crimes including sexual assault. Other
universities do not have as
clear of a track record, including Yale University and
Jefferson University, which
have both been fined for failing to properly report sexual
assaults in years past.
Preventing campus rapes
on college campuses relies
largely on awareness. In addition to better education on

rape and a more open conversation about rape culture, universities should
give students the impression
that they will be believed
when they report rapes and
seek justice for the crimes
committed against them. If
students like Sulkowicz are
visibly protesting because
they are dismissed and embarrassed by the bureaucracy in their search from
justice, then other victims
of rape are discouraged to
report their rapes and press
charges because they also
believe that their efforts will
be futile.
What are we hoping
for? We’re hoping for stricter
guidelines from the federal
government regarding rape
trials and how they should
be conducted and tighter
retribution for violating the
Clery Act, which some universities purposely skew in
order to boost their reputation as a safe school. The
federal government in past
years has threatened to withdraw funding from schools if
they don’t keep tuition costs
low or provide more jobs
for students. We think it is
plausible that the same kind
of threats could spur universities to take rape more seriously because, sadly, many
institutions cannot focus on
keeping students safe without this financial coercion.

Thumbs Up
Petting zoo in the quad
Chicken fingers and fries are one swipe again
Arrest of Times Square Elmo

Thumbs Down
No more Freestyle Coke machine in Blanton
How the NFL is handling scandals
Sneaky Amazon Prime Student charges
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NFL Not A “Ray” of Sunshine
Sources expose the NFL letting crimes slide, leading to tighter punishments

T

h e
R a y
R i c e
scandal
has been
one of
nicholas da silva the most
significolumnist
c a n t
anomalies in recent sports history. The incident has caused
the NFL controversy on a level
not seen since Michael Vick’s
arrest for dog fighting back in
2007.
If you haven’t heard the
words “Ray Rice” at least once
over the last week or so, then
let me congratulate you for being one of the few people who
actually lives under a rock. All
jokes aside, if you don’t know
about what happened, here’s a
little recap of the explosive series of events that’s taken the
football world by storm.
Last February, Baltimore
Ravens running back Ray Rice
and his then-fiancée Janay
Palmer got into an altercation
in an elevator at the now defunct Revel Casino in Atlantic
City. Both were arrested and
charged with assault, but the
charges were dropped when
Rice made a deal with prosecutors. The deal required Rice
to enter a 12-month program
that would mandate subversion of misconduct with the
law as well as frequent attendance at counseling. The NFL

suspended him for merely two
games, which many people felt
was too lenient.
By the time he had made
the deal, Rice and Janay had
been married for nearly two
months and it seemed like
the whole event would simply blow over into the land of
obscurity. Yet, Ray Rice didn’t
count on two unexpected factors; the Revel Casino closing
its doors and the greedy gossip
news website, TMZ.
On Sept. 8, the all-but-shut
down Revel Casino sold the
security tapes of the Ray Rice
altercation to TMZ, who then
proceeded to show the footage
on their website. As a result, a
tsunami of anger and outrage
came crashing down on both
Ray Rice and the NFL, leaving unfathomable destruction
in its wake. Rice was dropped
from the Baltimore Ravens
the same day the video was released and the NFL suspended
Rice indefinitely.
Much of the controversy
has come from the fact that
many are questioning why the
NFL didn’t give Rice a harsher
punishment if they had seen
the footage during their initial
investigation. Officials from
the NFL claim that they never
saw the footage, but many feel
that the NFL is lying to try
and save face.
There’s also been rumors of
the NFL being angry at TMZ
for all of the inconvenience

this scandal has brought them.
Yet, with all of the debate and
discussion, I feel it’s time to
throw in my two cents on this
controversy.
The NFL has no one to
blame but themselves in this
situation. What Ray Rice did
was heinous and he deserved
punishment of the highest
degree from the NFL. If the
NFL is telling the truth and
they didn’t see the footage of
Ray Rice hitting Palmer, then
they did a poor job investigating the case and ensuring that
justice was delivered. If NFL
officials lied about not seeing the footage and still gave
Rice a lenient punishment,
then they should be ashamed
of themselves and be charged
with obstruction of justice.
The NFL was sending a
terrible message to their athletes with the original punishment, which was that if you
abuse your girlfriend/fiancée/
spouse, you’ll merely get a slap
on the wrist. Yet, it seems like
they’re trying to rectify this
mistake with the new punishment.
The NFL has now enforced
a new policy on domestic violence which would enforce a
six-game suspension without
pay as a first strike for players who commit domestic
violence. Further acts of domestic violence will result in
increased severity of punishments for NFL players. This

tells all athletes in the NFL
that domestic abuse will not
be tolerated lightly by the NFL
and that sports superstars are
not above the law. It’s another
baby step for the NFL in terms
of enforcing more austere policies of conduct against NFL
athletes who think they can do
whatever they want.

With every little step, the
NFL comes closer to returning
to the time when their stars
were more notorious for what
they did on the field than outside it.

Nicholas Da Silva, a student at
Montclair State University, is a columnist for The Montclarion.

MSU Students Live for the Weekend
Opportunities abound for weekend involvement opportunities

M

ontclair State
University is a
school so
acclaimed
for its diversity and
peter shaver its tremencolumnist
dous
opportunities
for aspiring students to reach
great successes. Montclair
State University is a campus
so invigorating for the duration of the week. The University has an influx in students
and an energetic atmosphere
that engages students with
different activities, all while
keeping its students dedicated
to their studies with its academically structured facilities
and resources.
But once Friday afternoon
arrives, desolation comes over
the campus and it becomes a
rarity to find students around.
With an extremely high population of students that live in
New Jersey, the university has

been known as what people
call a suitcase school. A suitcase school is a college or university that has students that
are known to frequently go
home over the weekends and
leave the school looking like a
ghost town.
Many students claim that
they leave for the weekends
due to the fact that the campus is so lifeless and the opportunities for involvement
are extremely minimal.
Although campus on the
weekends has remained relatively empty, there are many
measures that can be taken
in order to alter this reality.
It starts with the students.
Suggestions,
coordinating
events, interacting with others, especially those that one
may not be familiar with, are
all counterparts of creating an
environment that is more conducive to a weekend-friendly
environment.
The friendships and other
relations gained are beneficial
now, as well as for students
even after they have graduated. Even some relationships,

which are successful beyond
the social realm, can be built
through the actions of the ambitious students at Montclair
State. As many students are
aware and as many professors
emphasize, it is crucial to network and to augment opportunities now and especially for
the future.
Students are paying for
tuition and fees that amounts
to $11,540. For those that
are also paying for room and
board, which costs about
$14,140, that makes a total of
$25,680. With expenses this
high, students should really
take advantage of the opportunities the weekends have to
offer. There are 15,431 undergraduate students attending
Montclair State, so these opportunities are abundant.
Involvement such as clubs,
organizations, open facilities,
and interested students, opens
room for many potential ideas
to be made possible. Instead of
the weekends averting the attention of the majority of the
student population, the weekends can be utilized as oppor-

tunities to build unforgettable
relationships and expand one’s
horizons as a student, making
their way into the workforce.
Every minute at this University has tremendous value
and it is essential to take advantage of every opportunity
that presents itself, but it is
also crucial that students take
action and help create new
opportunities for themselves
and their peers. Whether the
time is used through academic

groups, athletic clubs, poetry
slams or even a movie night,
the people each student will
meet may have something to
offer that could help develop
and/or strengthen a student’s
path toward success.

Peter Shaver, a History major, is in
his first year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.
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Going A Long Way With Patience
Finding a connection with parents can be difficult, but rewarding

A

s
y o u n g
adults,
perhaps
one
of
the most
pertinent
sherry jeong relationcolumnist
s h i p s
we’ve had
our entire lives are with our
parents. I realized that some
people have parent figures in
their lives that might not necessarily be a biological parent;
all in all I mean the term “parent” to umbrella those caretaker figures that have influenced us the most.
If we each look back at
our relationship with those
people or that individual, we
would all be saying different
things. Some might say that
they are rather close to their
own parents or parent and are
perfectly content with their relationship with them. Others
might scorn even the sound of
the word “parent” and feel bit-

ter about the current status of
the relationship.
Personally, I would say
that the most frustrating times
in my life had to deal with one
or both of my parents. I have
experienced pure rage and
anger due to conflict with my
parents. Just writing this, I
can remember countless times
where the frustration and aggravation has revealed a side
of me I don’t like to explore.
They are probably the only
ones that could ever bring that
out of me.
I can’t count how many
times in my childhood I’ve
cried over a disagreement with
my parents. These disagreements continued into young
adulthood, including now as I
am about to complete college.
Along with the tears came fury
so powerful, I swore the whole
town could feel it.
Those kinds of emotions
are not foreign to me when
it comes to dealing with my
parents. Although we have
had our disagreements and

gut-wrenching quarrels, I
can proudly say that I feel as
though I am one of the luckiest daughters on the face on
the Earth.
My parents are both immigrants who came to the United States in their early 20s.
They came from the country
of South Korea and have made
a life for themselves here. The
cultural barrier I had and still
am overcoming with my parents is what frustrates me.
Since I was born here in
New York City, I grew up
American. I went to school and
was educated as an American.
The town that I grew up in is
mostly middle class Caucasian people, a very non-diverse
town.
I did not have a chance to
explore or make friends with
people of the same race as me.
I grew up feeling very different because I was unaware of
my culture besides what my
parents had shown me.
Communication was the
toughest aspect of our whole

relationship and still is to this
day. My mom speaks decent
English while my dad still lags
behind and has trouble with it.
They did not understand things
like the American school system and social pressures that
the typical American student
had to face in school.
I had almost lost hope that
my parents would ever understand me because of cultural
barriers; I always felt like I
had to explain myself and explain what was what down to
the very last word.
The whole key to building my relationship with my
parents was to never give up.
My relationship with them
now has calmed down a lot. In
matters like this, both parties
need to realize that it is equally as frustrating for the other
side as it is for them.
Empathy also plays a big
role in settling disputes and
looking beyond your own self
at the other person’s point of
view. When you are so adamant about something that

you can’t see past your own
way, you are blinded by your
own pride.
Being a child of immigrant
parents has taught me a huge
amount of patience, responsibility and perseverance, and I
hope to someday reflect what
my parents have taught me to
my own family.
I take all of these values
away from them and bring
them into my adult life. There
is a tremendous amount of
hope for those who struggle
with similar stories.
I hope sharing a little bit
of my journey as a child of
immigrants helps others find
contentment in their own relationships with their parents,
no matter what they have been
through.

Sherry Jeong, an Business major, is in
her third year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Confessions of a Camp Counselor
Working at a summer camp can be your biggest summer regret

A

s
a
college student, the
obvious
and easy
choice for
a
summer job is
emily rovner w o r k i n g
asst. opinion at a sumeditor
mer camp.
When applying, it seems like an easy
enough job. It seems like good
enough pay and really does
not require any extremely
well-developed skills. It seems
like the perfect job for a college
student. After all, the kids cannot be that annoying, right?
Wrong. That ideal summer
job will quickly evolve into
something it was never imag-

ined to be. The first warning
signs will be the camp songs.
They involve weird noises and
unnatural hand movements.
After singing these songs
enough, a sore throat is inevitable. Unfortunately, the nurse
will only be able to combat a
sore throat with some overthe-counter children’s grapeflavored medicine.
Just like how a sore throat
is inevitable, so is a cold. All
camp counselors will fall victim to the common cold, and
just when the epidemic seems
to be coming to an end, another
plague will ravage the camp.
Other than the deterioration of the human body, camp
takes a toll on one’s mental
well-being. The first five days,
the campers never remember
their counselor’s name.
However, after the five-day

mark, it is easy to be driven
crazy by hearing your own
name repeated what seems
like constantly. In order to
keep sane, a name change
may be the only possible solution. When campers are not
yelling your name, they are
usually complaining about the
featured activity, whether it be
dinner, soccer or art.
Regardless of what it is,
there will be a complaint from
at least one camper. Any signal to be silent will become
meaningless in a matter of a
week or so. With the constant
chatter, those precious days off
commonly include just sitting
in a room filled with silence.
Once all physical and
mental well being have disappeared, it is time to lose the
remnants of what some would
call a “social life.” Camp Coun-

selors have only a few days off
a summer. The days off may
seem fair when the contract
is signed, but it quickly dawns
on you that four days off is
simply not enough. Even the
little amount of time that one
is able to spend with friends
and family will be filled with
pointless ridiculous camp stories. In all actuality, Mom does
not truly care about all of the
silly camp drama.
Although the campers
seem to be the stars of one big
episode of bad reality television, one would think counselors must stick together; after
all, they are co-workers.
Counselors are quick to
abandon their co-counselors
when they see their summer
fling or hear the word chocolate; sadly, they really do not
have each other’s backs.

Concerning Editorials and Columns

With all the negatives, one
must hope there to be some
kind of positive to the life of a
camp counselor. There is, and
it is called all-natural birth
control. Spending this much
time with children makes one
wonder why people think having children is a good idea.
Although it seems likely
that most people will work at a
summer camp before their college graduation, it’s definitely
not something I recommend.
Being a camp counselor was
certainly an experience, but it
is not one I am willing to experience ever again.

Emily Rovner, a Television and Digital
Media major, is in her first year as
the Assistant Opinion Editor for The
Montclarion.

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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“Best Friend”
Foster the People Wave Racer Remix

Help
Write Rapid
Fire Reviews!
40-50 Words
msuarts@
gmail.com
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“Dead in the Water”
Ellie Goulding

“Gooey”
Glass Animals

!

Wave Racer is an electronic music
producer from Syndey, Australia. His
Soundcloud hosts remixes of other
artists’ songs like Flight Facilities’
“Stand Still” ft. Micky Green and
Cosmo’s Midnight’s “The Dofflin.”
This is another producer that makes
great songs even better. It’s a totally
upbeat song that will be sure to put
you in a great mood!

“Brain”
Banks

!

Ellie Goulding’s music tends to be a mix of
electronic to slow love songs. The lyrics in her
songs are always great because they can be
interpreted in different ways; for example, in
this song the lyrics go from “I’m there in the
water” to “I’m dead in the water.” It’s a very
relaxing song to play in the background of your
math homework so you can still concentrate.

Glass Animals started in 2013; it’s
made up of four childhood friends.
This is another song with unique lyrics, but in a quirky way such as, “You
just wanna know those peanut butter
vibes.” It is another “guy-singing-songto-a-girl” song, which are always the
best, no matter the lyrics.

“Never Wanna Know”
MØ

“Vagabond”
Misterwives

Jessica Mahmoud
Staff Writer
!

Jillian Banks started singing when
she was just a teenager as a way to
deal with lonliness. Now 25, Banks is
known for songs that express a variety
of her emotions. This song has a mysterious vibe to it, but still sends out the
girl-guy message of love. For the reason
of it being like no other, I’m sure it’ll be
put on replay on your iPod.

T
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!

If you pay close enough attention, you may
find awesome songs on some of your favorite television shows. This song is the theme
song of MTV’s Finding Carter. Misterwives
was formed in 2012, made up of 4 musicians and one singer. After just their first
song, “Reflections,” the band made it big.
This is not your typical love song, and I
think a lot of people appreciate that.

This song is between a love song and a
breakup song. The lyrics don’t complain
and insult an ex lover, but it’s not a
typical mushy love song. The Guardian
describes singer Karen Marie Ørsted is
the new Grimes and claims her music is
soulfully sung electronica. Everyone likes
music that they can relate to, and I think
these lyrics are relatable to most people
our age. Next time you’re in a crummy
mood and you just want to relax, try hitting “play” on this track.

‘Sons of Anarchy’
Review
Joseph Lees
Contributing Writer

WEEKLY
REVIEW

@
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After much anticipation
that followed Season 6’s tragic
and powerful finale, TV’s favorite motorcycle club is back
and more powerful than ever.
Before I go on any further,
please understand that plot
points will be brought up frequently, so proceed with caution if you are not caught up
with the show.
There were a lot of questions left unanswered when
the credits rolled for the Season 6 finale and coming back
to see the direction the show
was going to take was very
satisfying. Charlie Hunham’s
powerhouse performance as
Jax Teller has been a terrific
anchor so far and I hope his
character continues to evolve
as the truth about Season 6’s
events begin to unfold.
One huge factor that’s
made Sons of Anarchy so successful is its almost natural
ability to appeal to diverse

audiences. Almost anyone can
find something to love in the
show, and that’s thanks to
clear, yet intense writing.
The cast also brings all
the characters to life so well;
for instance, Katey Sagal hits
it out of the park every single
time with her performance
as Gemma Teller and always
lifts her scenes to heights that
could not be reached by anyone else in the role. Another
factor that gives the show its
connective edge is its Shakespearian overtones; ever since
the show started, it’s been a
loose adaptation of Hamlet,
and we all know where that’s
going to lead.
Tension has been the notso-secret ingredient in what
has made the past two episodes of this last season work
so well. You can’t help but just
feel really tense whenever Jax
and Gemma share a scene
together because you’re just

anticipating that the truth is
going to spill out any second.
Just how long can Gemma
hold back from Jax? This was
more evident in the season
opener “Black Widower” than
in the second episode “Toil
and Till”; “Toil and Till” was
able to have a bit more comic
relief to ease the proceedings
a bit. With both episodes, they
contained great technical composition that I’m always such
a sucker for, with creative cinematography and thoughtful
editing.
Without divulging into too
many details, I’m excited to see
where this season goes weekby-week. With that Hamlet influence I discussed previously,
I don’t think there’s a happy
ending in store for SAMCRO
and the rest of the residents
of Charming; regardless, it’ll
be an exciting adventure until
the end.
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The Barn Theater
presents: ’Laughter’
Talia Chaves
Contributing Writer

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.com
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Located in Montville, the Barn
Theater started off their 87th season
with a production of the Neil Simon
comedy Laughter on the 23rd Floor.
The show itself is based upon Simon’s experiences as a staff writer on
Sid Caesar’s Your Show of Shows in
the early 1950s. Television’s golden
age wasn’t without backstage mayhem, which is a fact made perfectly
clear by the hilarious failures and foibles demonstrated in a crowded workroom all the way up on the 23rd floor.
The play was originally performed
on Broadway in 1993 and lasted for
320 performancesl. Later, in 1996,
there was a West End production that
also found success with the amazingly
talented Gene Wilder in the lead role.
The Barn’s production did not that
feature Wilder, but that did not mean
it lacked in laughs or talent from the
charismatic cast. With Rudy Basso

narrating as the lead, Lucas, it was
easy to become entrenched in each of
the characters and the way they interacted with one another. The eccentricities of each writer along with the
physical comedy came across in the
best way possible. The crowd was predominantly seniors and students, and
they could not help but be in stitches at
some points during the performance.
There were even times where certain audience members would be
laughing for so long after a joke that it
almost disrupted the flow of the actors.
The performers would have to wait for
the merriment to die down before continuing with their next line, but no one
ever missed a beat. I can only imagine
the reactions from the audience were
exactly what the directors were hoping for: pure enjoyment.
The risqué nature of some jokes,
along with adult topics and referenc-

es, make it clear that this show is not
one meant for the kids. The Barn is
known for showing a variety of different shows each season that could appeal to all ages. While this production
is surely for the adults, their next play
A Christmas Story is a musical comedy that one can surely be happy to
bring the whole family to.
The show wasn’t too long, as it only
ran for two hours with a 15-minute intermission. However, it was performed
in such a personal way that one could
leave the theater feeling as though
they knew the characters very well.
Each part was based on a real person
Simon had worked with, which made
it all the more interesting to read up
on the characters and who they really
were after the show.
I did not get to see the opening
night performance on Friday; however, I was in attendance for the shows

Sunday matinee. The Sunday performances run from 2-4 p.m. and discounted tickets are available to any
student with a proof of ID. If you’re
interested in seeing the show, feel free
to get a discounted ticket on any Sunday from now until Oct. 4. The show
will also be playing on Fridays and
Saturdays at 8 p.m.
If you’re in the mood to laugh, buy
a ticket and support the theater. Auditions are also being held for the Barn
Theater’s next production that will
have an opening night at the end of
November. Montclair State students
and alumni have been known to perform at the Barn over the years, so feel
free to audition if you’re interested in
any sort of role. To find out more about
the Barn, their shows and how to get
tickets, check out barntheatre.org.

I Fell in Love With John Green...
...slowly, and then all at once
Theresa Reynolds
Contributing Writer
Chances are you’ve heard of, seen or
cried over the movie The Fault in Our
Stars. It made over $48 million in the
box office in its opening weekend alone,
destroying every other movie that also
opened that weekend. Since its premiere
on June 6, it has made $124,749,171
in the United States and $294,071,171
worldwide. That’s an incredible amount of
tickets bought and tears shed. Lucky for
us, the movie is being released on DVD
this week as of Tuesday, Sept. 16, which
means we no longer have to pay $15 at the
theater every time we want to voluntarily
get our hearts ripped out of our chests.
Now chances are you’ve also probably
heard the name John Green in correlation
to The Fault in Our Stars and also thought,
“who the eff is John Green?” He is the #1
New York Times bestselling author of The
Fault in Our Stars, Looking for Alaska, An
Abundance of Katherines, Paper Towns
(which will also be adapted into a movie
and is set to be released by July 31, 2015),
co-wrote Will Grayson, Will Grayson and
one-third of Let It Snow. Green is also a
YouTube personality, part-leader of the
Nerdfighter community (we’ll get to more
of that later) and a philanthropist.
It seems like John Green has suddenly
taken the entertainment world by storm,
but little do most know that Green has
had his foot in the door since 2007.
Flashback to Jan. 1, 2007 when brothers John and Hank Green started a project
on YouTube called Brotherhood 2.0 under
the username vlogbrothers. Brotherhood
2.0 was a year-long video project in which
John and Hank would only communicate
to each other through the videos they posted online. Their success grew, and soon
thousands of people were tuning in to join
their conversation.
Even after the year ended, they continued to post videos while also starting new

channels such as Crash Course, SciShow
and Sexplanations. Vlogbrothers’ videos
cover a number of topics from “How to Become an Adult” to “Velociraptors.” However, they all have one thing in common:
they are most loved by the nerdiest of people. This is where Nerdfighters come in.
The Nerdfighters are a community of
people developed around the Vlogbrothers and their videos known as “Nerdfighteria.” A Nerdfighter is basically a fan of
John and Hank’s content but also a person who stands for the ideas and values
that are “nerdy” stereotypes such as the
love of knowledge, enthusiasm and Harry
Potter. With the Vlogbrothers, the Nerdfighter community has raised hundreds of
thousands of dollars for various charities
through the annual Project for Awesome
created by John and Hank.
Finally, Green’s philanthropy comes
in. The Project for Awesome is an annual
Youtube event where members of Nerdfighteria donate money to The Foundation
to Decrease Worldsuck (a non-profit organization also created by John and Hank).
Along with raising money, Nerdfighters
make videos telling the community which
charities need support and then John and
Hank (along with Nerdfighteria) choose
which charities to donate to.
Not only has John Green spent time
raising money for charities, but he also recently traveled to Ethiopia with Bill Gates
to learn about the medical facilities there
and the improvements that need to be
made in order to keep a sustainable community, among other things. He donates
his time and uses his fame to bring awareness to important topics while making us
laugh, teaching us to appreciate life and
never letting us forget to be awesome.
Not only is Green an amazing author,
but he is also an all-around rad guy. You
go, John Green, you go.

John Green at VidCon. Photo courtesy of Wikipedia.org

Photo courtesy of Wikipedia.org

Find John Green
on Twitter: @realjohngreen,
on Tumblr: fishingboatproceeds.tumblr.com,
on YouTube: youtube.com/vlogbrothers,
... or just read his books. They’re great,
I promise.
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Field Hockey is Back on Track
Red Hawks move to 5-1 behind third straight win

Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

The Montclair State field
hockey team won both their
games this past week, extending their overall record to 5-1.
The two victories were home
matches, as the Red Hawks
contribute a perfect 4-0 record at Sprague Field. MSU is
ranked #8 in Division III Field
Hockey, according to the National Field Hockey Coaches
Association Coaches’ Poll.
MSU started their week
on Sept. 10 at home against
the New Paltz Hawks under
the lights. The first half was
a scoreless affair that saw
the Red Hawks outshoot New
Paltz by a 14-1 margin. MSU
broke the scoring deadlock
at the 50:50 mark of the contest. Junior forward and captain Maura Johnston passed
the ball from the left side of
the field to freshman forward
Kaitlyn Struss, who got the
goal.

That would be all the scoring Montclair State needed as
they won the game 1-0. Overall, the Red Hawks held the
advantage in shots taken, 251. There was also an extraordinary amount of fouls during
this match. The two teams
totaled 72 fouls (37 for New
Paltz to 35 for MSU). Over
the past four years, Montclair
State is 4-0 versus the Hawks
in field hockey.
The Red Hawks welcomed
the Misericordia University
Cougars to Sprague Field on
Sept. 13. The Cougars flipped
the script on MSU and took
a 1-0 lead just 1:19 into the
game. However, Montclair
State roared back at the 18:43
point thanks to a reverse shot
and goal by Johnston. Minutes
later, senior captain and defender Abby Erier notched a
score of her own to put the Red
Hawks up 2-1.
Approximately five minutes
into the second half, Struss

Freshman Kaitlyn Struss connecting on a pass.

struck and recorded a goal,
giving MSU a 3-1 lead. During
the 61st minute, sophomore
midfielder Megan Roeloffs
scored her first goal of the
season, which gave Montclair
State a 4-1 advantage. About
four minutes later, sophomore forward Gianna Moglino
found the net thanks to an assist from Johnston. The Red
Hawks won the game by a final tally of 5-1. MSU outshot
the Cougars 34-4 throughout
the contest.
“We are getting great leadership from our experienced
athletes and we keep raising the bar each day in practice and games,” said head
coach Beth Gottung about her
team’s progress. “It’s our goal

to improve weekly during the
season.”
This week, Montclair State
has only one game scheduled.
On Saturday, Sept. 20, the
Red Hawks travel to Cortland,
N.Y. to match up with the
SUNY Cortland Red Dragons.
This is MSU’s final game before they start league play in
the NJAC.
“With only one game this
week, we can slow things down
in practice, allowing us to fine
tune details rather than trying
to cover big concepts needed to
prepare for two games,” said
Gottung.

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Next Game:

Saturday,
Sept. 20
1:00 p.m.
at SUNY
Cortland
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Mens Soccer
Continued from Page 20

was finally wiped clean after
junior Lucas Terci scored off
of a penalty kick. Finally, after a high scoring, back-andforth first half, the two teams
entered the second half with a
clean slate of 3-3.
In the fashion of the
game, it only took six minutes
for a scoring play to occur in
the second half. Montclair
State defenders found themselves in miscommunication
and allowed the ball to remain
unattained in the middle of
the penalty box. This is when
Wheaton’s Noah Anthony

2014 NJAC Mens Soccer Standings
School
Overall (W-L-D)

swept in and nailed the ball
past Gonzalez and into the
net.
Wheaton
continued
to control the second half of
the game, restraining the
Red Hawks to only one shot
that period and putting another goal away at the 85-minute mark. Although the Red
Hawks continued to battle,
the game would end in a 5-3
victory by Wheaton. Wheaton
outshot MSU 18-9 in the contest and the loss surely made
a mark on the Red Hawks.
“Two straight losses

made us realize we need to
pick up our game and work
harder,” said senior forward
Jesse Shea. Previously, Montclair State suffered a 1-0 loss
from SUNY Cortland on Sept.
10 but bounced back on Sept.
15 by defeating The City College of New York, 6-0. However, a huge contest lies ahead
for Men’s Soccer. On Saturday,
Sept. 20, they take on #1-seeded Messiah at home. MSU lost
to Messiah last season, 3-1.

Stockton

6-1-1		

W5

Rutgers-Newark

5-2		

W5

Montclair State

4-2		

W1

Ramapo

4-2-1		

W1

Kean

3-2-1		

W2

4-3		

L1

3-3		

W2

The College of NJ

3-3-1

D1

William Paterson

3-3		

W2

New Jersey City

1-4-2		

L4

Rutgers-Camden
Rowan

NFL Week 3 Predictions
Week 2 in the NFL saw
some ridiculous things. There
were injuries to stars such as
Jamal Charles, A.J. Green,
DeSean Jackson and Robert
Griffin III, and some extemley bizzare upsets. The Clevland Browns beat the Saints
and Seattle fell to the San
Diego Chargers. Also worth
mentioning is the Jets giving Green Bay a huge scare
by scoring a game winning
touchdown that was called
back due to a timeout call as
the play was starting.
Starting today, Sports
Editor Thomas Formoso and
Assistant Sports Editor Jenna Bussiere will be making
weekly NFL predictions.

Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor
0-0
Jenna Bussiere
Asst. Sports Editor
0-0

Bucs v. Falcons

Tom - Falcons
Jenna - Falcons

Chargers v. Bills
Cowboys v. Rams
Redskins v. Eagles
Texans v. Giants

Predictions

Predictions
Titans v. Bengals
Colts v. Jaguars
Tom - Bills
Jenna - Chargers
Tom - Rams
Jenna - Cowboys
Tom - Eagles
Jenna - Eagles

Raiders v. Patriots

Broncos v. S’Hawks

Ravens v. Browns

Chiefs v. Dolphins

Packers v. Lions

Tom - Ravens
Jenna - Browns

Steelers v. Panthers

Tom - Packers
Jenna - Lions
Tom - Saints
Jenna - Saints

Tom - Colts
Jenna - Colts
Tom - Patriots
Jenna - Patriots

49ers v. Cardinals

Tom- Giants
Jenna - Texans

Vikings v. Saints

Tom - Bengals
Jenna - Bengals

Bears v. Jets

Tom - 49ers
Jenna - 49ers
Tom - S’Hawks
Jenna - S’Hawks
Tom - Dolphins
Jenna - Chiefs
Tom - Steelers
Jenna - Panthers
Tom- Bears
Jenna - Bears
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Who’s Hot This Week
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Michael Tenpenny
Linebacker - Football
Tenpenny made 13 tackles and a sack
in MSU’s win over Salve Regina on Saturday. He now ranks fifth in sacks and
fourth in tackles in the NJAC.

Current Stats
Solo Tackles- 8
Ast. Tackles - 2
Sacks - 1.5

http://www.montclairathletics.com/common/controls/image_handler.aspx?image_path=/images/2014/9/15\/MerrillAOW14.jpg&thumb_prefix=rp_aotw

Who’s Hot This Week
Hayley Merrill
Outside hitter - Volleyball
Merrill had 34 kills in 10 sets in last
weekend’s tournament. She also added
seven digs and six total blocks. She now
averages 2.48 points per set.

Current Stats

30 sets played
2.48 points per set
kills - 67

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

Game of the Week
Mens Soccer
vs. Messiah College
Sept. 13, 6 p.m.
MSU Soccer Park
The Red Hawks will take on Messiah College this Saturday night.
Messiah is currently the #1 ranked
team in Division III mens soccer.
For updates, check out:
www.montclairathletics.com.

Red Hawk Round Up
Jenna Bussiere
Assistant Sports Editor

Football
The
Montclair
State football team recorded their first win
this weekend by bringing
down the Salve Regina
Seahawks 7-6.
A fumble made
by the Red Hawks at
the Seahawks’ 26 would
give Salve Regina their
scoring opportunity. Seahawks quarterback Steve
Wilken threw a 17-yard
pass to reciever Matt
Traynor for Salve’s only
touchdown.
However, the Sehawks’ extra point was
blocked by Montclair’s
Kevin Bless, who also recorded a block in MSU’s
first game againt Delware Valley College.
The Red Hawks
got on the board when
quarterback Ryan Davies
found receiver Devon
Levesque for a 31-yard
touchdown in the third
quarter.
Montclair will face
the Division II Lincoln
University on Sept. 20.

Womens
Soccer
.
For the first time
since 2011, the womens
soccer team traveled to
Hoboken to face Stevens
Institute of Technology
on Sept. 12.
In 2011, the Red
Hawks beat Stevens in an
overtime battle, 2-1. This
year, the Red Hawks lit
up the scoreboard 10 seconds into the game and
walked away with a 3-0
victory.
After Montclair’s
Kerry Glynn was fouled
in the midfield, junior Janae Geonnetti took a free
kick. This is when she
found Tina Landeka, who
headed the ball into the
goal and gave Montclair
a 1-0 lead.
Melissa Koster and
Jennie Hornstra added to
the scoreboard in the second half and gave MSU
its 3-0 score.
Montclair
State
takes on New Jersey City
University on Sept. 20.

Womens
Lacrosse

MSU
SPORTS
MontclarionSports@gmail.com

Volleyball Digging Deep
Lady Red Hawks sweep Panther Invitational

Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

Coming off of four
straight home matches, the
Lady Red Hawks traveled
to Purchase, N.Y. as participants of the Panther Invitational. Splitting the games
between Saturday and Sunday, Montclair State managed to go 4-0 and increase
their winning streak to five
straight matches.
The weekend started
with a decisive 3-0 win over
Farmingdale State. The 2512, 25-17, 25-19 results saw

strong performances from
Hayley Merrill and Courtney Matlock. Merrill registered nine kills and one
block while Matlock posted
seven kills, one block and
one ace.
Angela Campo led
the match with 17 assists
and added seven digs. Montclair State improved to 6-2
with the win.
While their first win
came without too much trouble, the Red Hawks cruised
against Albertus Magnus in
another straight-set victory.
The sets finished at 25-17,

2014 NJAC Volleyball Standings
School
NJAC		
Overall
William Paterson

1-0		

8-0
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Allyssa Angel and Madison Maute playing the ball.

Stockton

1-0		

9-2

Kean

1-0		

5-6

Rowan

1-0		

4-5

Ramapo

0-0		

9-3

Montclair State

0-1		

9-3

Rutgers-Newark

0-1		

6-3

Rutgers-Camden

0-1

3-9

0-1		

0-9

New Jersey City

25-5, 25-15. Melissa Terpstra registered nine kills
and one block while Rebecca
Matasker recorded five kills,
two aces and three blocks.
Kimberly Matlock and Alyssa Plum combined for all 30
assists in the victory, with
the latter recording 18 of
them.
Montclair State began their Sunday matches
against SUNYIT. They ran
into some trouble on Sunday, but still came out with
the win. The 3-1 victory saw
scores of 25-27, 25-16, 2516 and 25-18. Merrill put in
another great performance
with 18 kills and one block.
Courtney Matlock recorded
10 kills, two blocks and one
ace while Madison Maute

had seven kills and seven
blocks. Angela Campo recorded 35 of the team’s 49
assists and added eight in
the final match to give her
180 assists on the season.
SUNYIT dropped to 4-6
with the loss while Montclair State improved to 8-2.
The Lady Red Hawks
finished the tournament
with another three-set victory over the hosts, Purchase College. The 3-0 result saw sets of 25-15, 25-14
and 25-9. Terpstra recorded
13 kills, two aces and two
blocks for the match while
Erika Gerner added seven kills, four aces and two
blocks. Plum and Kimberly
Matlock accounted for 20 of
MSU’s 30 assists, with each

recording
10.
Montclair
boosted their record to 9-2
while Purchase’s record fell
to 1-12.
Montclair State is off
to its best start since 1998.
In that season, the Lady Red
Hawks won 12 of their first
13 matches. This season,
their only two losses came
in the finale at the Bear
Invitational against host
United States Coast Guard
Academy in Connecticut and
at home against the United
States Merchant Marine
Academy in a five-set affair.

Mens Soccer Loses Home Opener
Red Hawks now 1-2 after starting strong

Jenna Bussiere
Assistant Sports Editor

The mens soccer
team opened their 2014 season in an incredible fashion
by winning their first three
games and outscoring their
opponents 15 to 2. Yet after
a successful opening run, the
Red Hawks recorded their
second straight loss by falling to Wheaton 5-3 over the
weekend.
Montclair State entered the game with an upper hand. They were ranked
six seeds above Wheaton
and were at home for the
first time this season. This
seemed to show as an advantage for Montclair, when
freshman Kyle Goodwin hit
the post just 33 seconds into

the game. However, it only
took another 11 minutes until the #14-seeded Red Hawks
were in a 3-0 hole.
It took six minutes
for the scoreboard to light up,
as Wheaton forward Jordan
Golz found his way past MSU
goalkeeper Michael Gonzalez.
Golz scored off a cross from his
teammate Adam Blackman. A
short two minutes later, Blackman set up another teammate,
Stephen Golz, who headed a
cross into the back of the net.
The Red Hawks would soon
find themselves in an even bigger slump when Stephen Golz
struck again just past the tenminute mark of the first half.
“It motivated me to
work harder,” said Goodwin on
the three-goal deficit. He had
helped the Red Hawks make

their mark on the game two
minutes after Wheaton’s third
goal, feeding a 17-yard pass
to sophomore Mike Olla, who
snuck the ball past Wheaton
goalkeeper Matt Paprocki.
With this, Olla tallied his second goal of the season and
gave Montclair the response
they needed.
“It was a little bit of a
relief,” said Olla. “It showed
that we could score when we
needed to.”
The game remained
3-1 for 20 minutes until Goodwin set up junior Ryan Morris
for a header, which advanced
the game to 3-2. The early
deficit put up by Wheaton a
mark

Mens Soccer cont. on page 18.

A pregame huddle.
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